**panoRama Walk&Wall**

*TEXTURED, NON-SLIP VINYL WITH REPOSITIONABLE ADHESIVE*

**panoRama Walk&Wall**
is the ultimate, one-step solution for indoor floors & walls, as well as sidewalk graphics! Designed for short to medium term, indoor & outdoor applications. panoRama Walk&Wall works great on carpet, tile, concrete, wood, stone, metal, glass and painted surfaces. Perfect for tradeshows, retail POP, wall murals, kids rooms, etc....

Repositionable, Dimensionally Stable & Durable.

**APPLICATIONS**
- Tradeshows (Carpet & Wall Graphics).
- POP (Floor & Wall Graphics).
- Doors, Walls & Floors Of All Sorts.
- Sidewalk Graphics.
- Short to Medium Term Graphic Applications Both Indoors & Outdoors.

**ADVANTAGES**
- Textured, Non-Slip Vinyl With Dimensionally Stable Fabric Backing & Repositionable Adhesive.
- NO LAMINATION REQUIRED!
- Sticks To Almost Any Surface. (Tile, Glass, Carpet, Wood, Metal, Stone, Painted Surfaces, Etc...).
- Easy To Install And Remove, Panels Pull Up In One Piece.
- Repositionable & No Adhesive Residue.
- Universal Printability: Solvent, Eco-Solvent, Latex & UV Digital Inks And Screen Printing.

**GENERAL ADVICE**
- Rounding Corners helps prevent edge lift.
- For critical substrates and surfaces, please test in an inconspicuous location prior to final application.
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TEXTURED, NON-SLIP VINYL WITH REPOSITIONABLE ADHESIVE

**MATERIAL - panoRama Walk&Wall**
- Textured Vinyl Surface With Fabric Backing.
- Printable Bright White Front Side.
- Repositionable Solvent Acrylic Adhesive.
- 8mil Thickness (200 microns)
- Available In 48” x 82’ & 48” x 164’ Rolls.
- B1 & M1 Fire Certificates.

**LINER**
- Polyethylene Coated Paper.

**PRINTING METHODS**
- Digital - Solvent, Eco-Solvent, Latex & UV
- Screen Printing

**HUMIDITY & SOLVENT RESISTANCE**
- Good – Resistant To Mild Acids, Alkalis And Salt Solutions.

**REMOVAL TEMPERATURES**
- +50°F to +86°F (+10°C to +30°C)

**APPLICATION & SERVICE RANGE TEMPS**
- +0°F to +122°F (-17°C to +50°C)

**SHELF LIFE**
- 12 Months Stored At +68°F (+20°C) And A 50% Relative Humidity

**DURABILITY**
- Indoor Floor Applications: 1 - 3 Months (Depending On Traffic).
- Indoor Wall Applications: 24 - 36 Months
- Outdoor Sidewalk Applications: 1 - 3 Months.
- Clean Removal With No Adhesive Residue.

**APPLICATION**
- Surface Must Be Clean, Dry & Above 0°F (-17°C).
- Apply With A Hard Rubber Roller To Ensure Adequate Adhesion.

**IMPORTANT INFORMATION**
Continental Grafix products are warranted to be free of defects in material and manufacture at the time of shipment and to meet the specifications stated on this Technical Specification sheet. Continental Grafix will replace or refund the price of any Continental Grafix materials found not to meet our product specifications. In no case shall Continental Grafix be liable for any direct, indirect, or consequential damages, including labor or Non-Continental Grafix material charges.

**Note:** The determination of suitability of this product for any specific use is solely the responsibility of the user. No representations, guarantees or warrantees of any kind are made to the accuracy of suitability for specific applications.
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